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Image acquisition: anatomical and functional images 

Whole-brain anatomical images were acquired using an axial T1-weighted 3D spoiled gradient-recalled echo 
scan (SPGR; repetition time/echo time [TR/TE] = 35/8 ms, flip angle  = 30°, number of excitations [NEX] = 1, 
field of view [FOV] = 24 x 24 cm, matrix = 256 x 192, slice thickness/gap = 1.2/0 mm, 124 slices). Whole-brain 
functional images were acquired using sagittal T2*-weighted echo-planar scans (EPI; TR/TE = 2000/30 ms,  = 
90°, NEX = 1, FOV = 24 x 24 cm, matrix = 64 x 64, in-plane resolution = 3.75 mm2, slice thickness/gap = 4/1 mm, 
30 interleaved slices). There were 4 functional MRI runs of an emotional anticipation task (~12:00 each) using 
pictures from the International Affective Pictures System (IAPS).1 During this task, participants viewed cues that 
were followed by aversive (‘X’) or neutral (‘O’) pictures with 100% certainty. Additionally, participants viewed 
uncertain cues (‘?’) that were followed by either aversive or neutral pictures at a 50/50 ratio (data from this 
condition are not presented here). Each cue was presented for 2 s, followed by a 2- to 8-s jittered inter-stimulus 
interval (ISI) and a 1-s picture presentation. Picture stimuli were followed by a jittered 5- to 9-s ISI and a 4-s rating 
screen, during which time participants rated either their current mood or the picture valence. Over the course of four 
runs, there were a total of 32 certain aversive trials, 32 certain neutral trials, and 32 uncertain trials presented in a 
pseudorandom order.  

Field maps for estimating the magnetic field strength across the brain for correcting geometric distortions in 
the DTI and EPI data were obtained using a 2D SPGR sequence repeated twice with different echo times of 7 ms 
and 10 ms (TR = 700 ms, flip angle  = 60°, matrix = 256 x 128, slice thickness/gap = 3/0 mm). The complex signal 
images were used to estimate the phase difference maps between the two echo times. Field maps were generated and 
applied to the DTI and EPI data using a custom script based upon the FSL phase unwrapping and distortion 
correction tools, prelude and fugue. 
 
 
Image analysis: voxelwise, whole-brain DTI data 
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FA and MD maps were first co-registered to T1 white matter-segmented anatomical images.2 To optimize 
localization, DARTEL,3 a nonlinear registration method, was used to create a T1-weighted template. Using the 
DARTEL toolbox in SPM8 (fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), the mean of T1-segmented gray and white matter images from 
the 88 subjects were input into an iterative algorithm that optimized deformation inclusion, and the template was 
affine normalized to MNI space. The FA and MD maps were then warped to the DARTEL template and smoothed 
using a 4-mm Gaussian kernel. 
 
 
Image analysis: functional images 

Using AFNI version 2,4 fMRI data were reconstructed and processed, which included volume registration, 6-
parameter rigid body motion correction, field map correction, conversion to percent-signal change values, 
concatenation of the functional runs, and alignment of the T1 anatomical image to the functional data. T1 images 
were transformed into MNI atlas space using an iterative nonlinear transformation process (FNIRT; 
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fnirt/index.html). The preprocessed EPI data were analyzed in AFNI using a general 
linear model (GLM) that included regressors convolved with an ideal hemodynamic response function for cue onset, 
subsequent ISI (anticipatory period), picture, and rating period, separately for each trial type (e.g., aversive, neutral), 
as well as 6 motion covariates. 

Psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis was conducted in AFNI 
(http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/sscc/gangc/CD-CorrAna.html). We defined the seed region as the bilateral anatomical 
amygdala (defined using the Harvard-Oxford structural atlas; http://www.cma.mgh.harvard.edu/). The PPI analysis 
identified regions showing differential coupling with the amygdala during aversive vs. neutral anticipation (during 
the 2-3 functional volumes immediately following the cue presentation). The amygdala ROI was projected from 
MNI space to individual subject space, the time series data were extracted from the combined left and right 
amygdalae, and terms associated with the baseline, linear drift, and head motion were removed. These cleaned time 
series data were deconvolved with an assumed gamma impulse response function, and then multiplied by the 
aversive vs. neural condition contrast to generate an interaction term. An additional GLM was implemented as 
before, but with additional regressors corresponding to the deconvolved amygdala time series, the aversive vs. 
neutral condition contrast, and the interaction of these two regressors, which is the key term in the PPI analysis. This 
final interaction regressor was used to identify brain regions in which functional coupling with the amygdala 
differed during the anticipation of aversive compared to neutral pictures. Beta weights corresponding to this 
interaction regressor were converted to Z scores to allow for between-subject comparison, the nonlinear warp from 
FNIRT was applied to these Z score maps to put data in MNI space, and a 4-mm full-width half-maximum 
smoothing kernel was applied. An anatomical mask corresponding to the PFC (including the ACC) was defined 
using the Harvard-Oxford structural atlas, and small-volume correction for multiple comparisons was achieved by 
running Monte Carlo simulations using AFNI’s AlphaSim over this masked region. Using an uncorrected p 
threshold of 0.01, a minimum cluster size of 264 mm3 was required in order to achieve p < 0.05 (corrected). 

 
 

Genetic extraction and genotyping 

Genetic sample extraction from buccal cells was completed using the Gentra Puregene DNA purification 
system (Qiagen cat no. 158867). Genotyping reactions for 5-HTTLPR (S and L alleles) and for rs25531 (LA and LG 
alleles) were performed as in Wendland et al.5 using the following modified fluorescent protocol. In a total reaction 
size of 20 ul, 12.5-25 ng of genomic DNA was amplified using 1X Multiplex Master Mix (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) 
and labeled oligonucleotide primers (5HTTLPR-F: 5’ FAM-TCC TCC GCT TTG GCG CCT CTT CC; 5HTTLPR-
R: 5’ HEX-TGG GGG TTG CAG GGG AGA TCC TG). Amplification consisted of an initial denaturation step at 
95°C for 15 minutes; 35 cycles of 94°C for 30 sec, 66°C for 90 sec, 72°C for 60 sec; and a final extension of 72°C 
for 10 minutes. 10 ul of this reaction was digested with 1 U of MspI in the presence of 1X Tango Buffer (Fermentas, 
Glen Burnie, MD) at 37°C for 2 hours, after which the enzyme was deactivated at 80°C for 20 minutes. The product 
of this reaction was diluted 20-fold and 2ul of the diluted digestion product was mixed with 10ul Formamide and 0.2 
ul GeneFlo 625 ROX internal standard (Chimerix, Milwaukee, WI). Fragment analysis was performed on an ABI 
3730XL Genetic Analyzer (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and the resulting fragments were analyzed using 
GeneMarker v1.4 (SoftGenetics, State College, PA). 

The BDNF SNP rs6265 was analyzed using allele-specific PCR based on Myakishev et al.6 Four microliter 
reactions were comprised of 2ng of genomic DNA, 2 ul of KASPar reaction mix (KBioscience, Hertfordshire,UK), 
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0.4mM MgCl2, and 0.11 ul of Assay Mix (12uM allele-specific primer, 30uM common primer). Primers were 
designed using PrimerPicker Software (KBioscience, Hertfordshire, UK) and are as follows: 

 
rs6265_A_x: GAAGGTGACCAAGTTCATGCTCATTGGCTGACACTTTCGAACACA 
rs6265_G_y: GAAGGTCGGAGTCAACGGATTGGCTGACACTTTCGAACACG 
rs6265_common: GGTCCTCATCCAACAGCTCTTCTAT 

 
Amplification consisted of an initial denaturation step of 94°C for 15 min; 20 cycles of 94°C for 10 sec, 59°C for 5 
sec, 72°C for 10 sec; 25 cycles of 94°C for 10 sec, 59°C for 20 sec, 72°C for 40 sec. Genotype calling was done on a 
Synergy II Plate reader (Biotek Instruments, Winooski, MT) with fluorescent readings taken using the following 
excitation/emission spectra (FAM: 485/520, HEX: 534/556, ROX: 575/610). 
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eFigures 
 
eFigure 1. Group Differences in Uncinate Fasciculus FA for Matched Sample 
 
 

 
Patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and no other current comorbid diagnoses showed reduced mean 
fractional anisotropy values for the uncinate fasciculus (UF) relative to matched healthy control subjects, as 
indicated by a Group main effect for a Group x Hemisphere ANCOVA with whole-brain FA as the sole covariate. 
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eFigure 2. Group Difference in ACC-Amygdala Functional Connectivity 
 

 
 
Results, in the full sample, of a regression analysis of psychophysiological interaction (PPI) beta weights on the 
Group predictor alone (analysis included the same covariates as the primary analysis but no predictors of uncinate 
fasciculus fractional anisotropy (FA) values or the Group x FA interaction). (a) This analysis revealed a significant 
group difference in functional coupling between the pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) and amygdala 
during the anticipation of aversive vs. neutral pictures (small-volume corrected threshold of p <0.05 within the 
anatomically defined rostral cingulate cortex; coordinates = [0,38,18]). (b) Extraction of PPI beta weights from this 
cluster revealed that, for the comparison of aversive vs. neutral anticipation, controls showed negative coupling 
between the pgACC and amygdala, while patients with GAD showed positive coupling between the two regions 
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eTable 1. Group Differences in Whole-Brain, Voxelwise FA Values 
 

 Region 
Peak Coordinates 

(x,y,z) 
Size 

(mm3) 

Full Sample R uncinate fasciculus* 27, 42, -3 78 

 L uncinate fasciculus** -24, 27, 2 110 

 R arcuate fasciculus 41, -41, 17 135 

 L inferior frontal gyrus -42, 21, -8 1736 

    

Matched Sample R uncinate fasciculus 27, 42, -3 284 

 L uncinate fasciculus -24, 27, 2 253 

 R arcuate fasciculus 41, -41, -17 230 

 L cingulum -14, -42, 18 1103 

 R internal capsule 26, 6, 38 530 

 R fornix 35, -29, 3 381 

 
Note. Clusters identified by two-sample t tests of whole-brain, voxelwise fractional anisotropy (FA) values 
comparing patients with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) to controls. For all clusters, FA values were increased 
in controls relative to GAD. Results are presented at an uncorrected threshold of p<0.005, other than the full sample 
results for the R uncinate fasciculus (*p<0.01 uncorrected) and L uncinate fasciculus (**p<0.02 uncorrected). 
Coordinates are in MNI space. 
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eTable 2. Associations Between Functional Connectivity and Uncinate Fasciculus Strength 
 

 Predictor Region Brodmann 
area 

Center of mass 
(x,y,z) 

Size (mm3) 

Full Sample Average UF Pregenual ACC 24/32 -2, 42, 12 1688 

  L dlPFC 9/10 -25, 51, 30 1048 

  L posterior dlPFC 8/9 -43, 20, 50 1672 

  L inferior frontal gyrus 47 -42, 21, -8 1736 

 Right UF Pregenual ACC 24/32 4, 41, 7 272 
  L dlPFC 9/10 -18, 56, 26 720 

  L posterior dlPFC 8/9 -42, 21, 51 1048 

  L anterior dmPFC 10 -6,49,20 608 

  L anterior dmPFC 9 -14, 50, 43 424 

 Left UF Pregenual ACC 24/32 -1, 40, 5 616 
  L inferior frontal gyrus 47 -30, 17, -20 616 

 Group L anterior vlPFC 10 -32, 57, -8 1120 
      

Matched Sample Average UF Pregenual ACC 24/32 0, 42, 11 864 

  L dlPFC 9/10 -24, 51, 31 1840 

  L posterior dlPFC 8/9 -42, 20, 51 656 

  L dmPFC 6/8 -25, -3, 57 456 

  R dlPFC 10/46 35, 56, 20 408 

  R supragenual ACC 32 10, 32, 26 392 

 
Note. Clusters identified in psychophysiological analyses (PPI) conducted to explore context-dependent coupling with the 
anatomically defined amygdala. For all clusters involving UF predictors, greater UF strength was associated with increased 
negative functional coupling with the amygdala. In the cluster showing a group difference, controls showed greater negative 
coupling with the amygdala than patients with GAD. No UF x Group interactions were observed. Coordinates are in MNI space. 
UF=uncinate fasciculus, ACC=anterior cingulate cortex, dlPFC=dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, dmPFC=dorsomedial prefrontal 
cortex, vlPFC=ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. 


